
“At a time when ‘business as 
usual’ is not an option, we need 
to focus on helping each other, 
and assisting our customers as 
they respond and adapt.”

 —Pat Gelsinger, Chief Executive Officer, VMware
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Enabling Digital Transformation 
and Value for Your Customers
Empowering customers in a rapidly changing world

VMware Partners are uniquely positioned to help their customers 
be future ready by fast-tracking three top digital-first priorities.
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of IT leaders believe 
improving their app 
portfolio improves CX1

88%
of customer executives 
have not begun to improve 
their app portfolios1

34%

Priority #1: Customer Experience (CX)

• Prepare for longer sales cycles 
• Develop internal skillsets for modern  
 app development 

• Provide services related to 
   customers’ digital migrations 
•  Resell developer tools and platforms

Partner Next Steps

of security professionals saw 
an increase in cyberattacks 
relating to work-from-home 
initiatives4

90%+

of IT decision-makers look to 
partners to deliver cybersecurity 
products and services5  

93%

Priority #3: Strengthen Security

•  Demonstrate value to customers by 
 rapidly removing vendor complexity 
 from security environments  

•  Deploy a cloud native endpoint 
 protection platform (EPP) to secure 
 work from home 

•  Invest in training and certifications for 
 key security technologies (threat 
 management, visibility, compliance)

Partner Next Steps

Developers and decision-
makers say the top benefit 
of modernizing apps is 
enabling a remote workforce2

#1
of HR tech decision-makers 
are “very well equipped” 
with the right tech to meet 
workforce needs3

14%

Priority #2: Employee Experience

•  Build relationships with developers   
 and HR
•  Understand pain points of various 
 buying groups 
•  Prepare to break down barriers and 
 facilitate cross-team collaboration 
 within customers’ organizations

Partner Next Steps

Benefit
Only


